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Instructions: Answer all questions. Marks are equal for ail
questions.

1.
a. A simplified form of the open-loop transfer function of an airplane with an autopilot in the longitudinal

mode is

K(s + a)
G(s)H(s) = . ,

s(s - b )(82 + 2(wns + w~)
a> 0, 0>0

Sketch the root loci when a = b = 1, S = 0.5, and Wn = 4 (computation of exact values of breakaway I break-
in points is not required). Find the range of g~in K for stability.

b. Consider the system shown in Figure Q1b. Sketch the root loci of the system as the velocity feedback gain
k varies from zero to infinity. Determine the value of k such that the closed-loop poles have the damping
ratio S of 0.7.
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2.

C(s)

(10+ 15=25)

a. Prove that a stable, linear, time-invariant system subjected to a sinusoidal input will, at steady state, have a
sinusoidal output of the same frequency as the input but the amplitude and phase of the output will, in
general, be different from those of the input.

b. Figure Q2b shows a block diagram of a space vehicle control system. Determine the gain K such that phase
margin is 500. What is gain margin in this case?
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c. Write short notes on the following items:
i) Bandwidth
ii) Cut-off frequency
iii) Phase margin
iv) Gain margin
v) Correlation between step transient response and frequency response in general Systems.

(7+8+5*2=25)

3.
a. Obtain the polar plot of the following transfer function:

1. C(j' ) 1
W = jW(1+jwT)

11. C(jw) = a(1+jwT)
(1+ jwaT) for 0 < a < 1

b. What differe co on the s-plane is noted between using a PD controller and using a lead network to improve
the transient response?

c. Why is there more improvement in steady-state error if a PI controller is used instead of a lag network?

d. Derive the relationship between the damping raj~ and the phase margin for the standard second order
system.

(7*2+3+3+5=25)

4.

a. The following system in state space represents the forward path of a unity feedback system. Use the Routh-
Hurwitz criterion to determine if the closed-loop system is stable.
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b. Represent the feedback control system shown in Figure Q4b in state space. Model the forward transfer
function incascade form, parallel form, and observable canonical form.

R(s) + £(8) 100(8 + 5) C(s)

- (s + 2)(8 + 3)

Fig. Q4b

(l0+5*3=25)


